Pioneering Change

‘We have discovered that Pioneers are particularly gifted as entrepreneurial leaders and agents of change as research commissioned by Ministry Division highlights. As we seek to dramatically increase the reach of our churches into the areas of our nation, where we have little meaningful contact, then the role of Pioneers and pioneering is vital. ‘

You are invited to come and discover about the recent exciting changes in pioneering ministry in the Church of England and tell us about your experience of pioneers with

_Dave Male, National Advisor for Pioneering Ministry_

_Mark Russell, Chief Executive of Church Army_

- Including the newly agreed working definition of pioneers
- Changes in the selection of pioneers, lay and ordained
- The latest developments in lay pioneering
- What research is telling us about pioneers
- Regional Pioneer Training Network Centres
- How to be a pioneer ready Diocese

**Saturday lunchtime 1pm-2.15pm**

At _James J/P 005_

RSVP to _dave.male@churchofengland.org_ by 20th June stating any dietary requirements.